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For a very long time, we have been restricted by the norms of traditional money transaction
methods followed by the market. Mostly all transactions were based on hard cash. This
approach created a lot of inconvenience and finally Cashless transactions were adopted
and preferred by people. Money transfer from one country to another became easier but it
still involved visiting the banks, filling up papers, submitting proofs etc.
While transfer of funds from one location to another seemed like a comfort, it also comes
with a variety of drawbacks. The approach adopted by the institutions demanded the user
to shell out a high amount as transactions fees across borders. To make things worse,
various other charges were also applied. Making the fund transfer experience even more
bitter.
Moreover, the transfer of funds across border was a time consuming process and took
couple of days or more for our recipient to receive the transferred funds. Certain governing
laws and administrative norms were also challenging. Making the entire process of money
transfer a troublesome task.
KeniCoin was designed with a view to change the inefficient traditional methods of money
transactions. KeniCoin Platform aims to build a decentralized global network, based on
shared benefits for its members. Effortless, Secure, cost-effective, swift, a steady means of
payment and exchange are our priorities. In order to meet these goals, KeniCoin platform
is structured in a thoughtful manner to offer a secure wallet, integrated exchange, and
specialized KeniCoin coins, designed with built-in rate constancy. Engineered for anyone
interested in entering the crypto world, KeniCoin allows even the newest user to learn and
reap the benefits of this new technology.
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KeniCoin (KNC) is a Ethreum ERC20 based crypto-currency that is developed by a
combination of blockchain technology experts from Germany, India and Israel with over 10
years of experience in the field of blockchain technology and Artificial Intelligence.
KeniCoin is unique in the area of cryptocurrency because it is the only coin that is backed
by real businesses that make use of it exclusively as the only medium of exchange. This
very reason makes KeniCoin one of the most demanded, least available and definitely
fastest appreciating cryptocurrency of all times.
KeniCoin is a highly advanced money transaction method which allows instant transfer of
ownership from one member to another across borders. KeniCoin can be accessed
whenever and wherever you are in need. There is no restrictions or boundaries as to how
much you can buy, sell, save or transfer. Moreover, the system is decentralized and no
administrative barriers are applicable while transacting in KeniCoin. This facilitates
purchasing or selling products and services, transferring money to your family members or
friends in need, instantly without any issues. All these facilities come with an added
advantage of extremely low cost transaction charges.
The transactions made through KeniCoin are extremely safe and secure. Payments are
processed through secured servers at all times. The platform used in designing the system
eliminates the chance of fraud, censorship or third-party interference. The application
functions exactly as it is designed to function. You will receive prompt confirmation of your
transactions. All the applications are specially designed to be user friendly and reliable.
In short KeniCoin serves as the Next Generation, Crypto currency based banking platform
for the people in Kenya and Africa. KeniCoin will have wide acceptance because of its highly
attractive features which are as follows:
 Facilitates cashless transactions with great speed of execution.
 Technologically Advanced and Secured way of payments to different vendors for all
services and products.
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 High Return on Investment for the people buying KeniCoins due to its short supply and
prospective higher demand in various business utilities.
 A better and flexible option for Small savings compared to the banks since it allows to
save very marginal amount and provided interest for the savings.
Today, market volatility is a known phenomenon. However, on the flip side, for those who
display a decent amount of patience, it certainly presents opportunity and potential to
generate future returns as well.
Like a cheery on the cake, KeniCoin has already planned to roll out an innovative tool that
would not only help you all save but also get you rewarded substantially.
Keeping our investors' interest at the heart of the business, the innovative model has been
crafted based on the key investment aspects such as Affordability, Timing the trade or the
market appropriately and Flexibility.
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Stability
KeniCoin is the only crypto-currency that is backed up by real businesses. It a currency
entirely owned by a group of companies which enables it to remain reliable and predictable
in the market.

Transaction Fee
Transacting with KeniCoin is FREE of charge which makes this currency one of the best
currency to transact with.

Circulation
KeniCoin is the first cryptocurrency in the world to be released into the market with a group
of businesses ready to transact using the cryptocurrency exclusively. This will go a long way
into ensuring that KeniCoin remain in constant demand and with its limited amount in the
market, the value of the KeniCoin must keep assuming upward trajectory as demand
continue to soar.

Independence
Like all other cryptocurrencies, KeniCoin is neither restricted to any particular jurisdiction
nor regulated by any particular central bank and therefore free of any government
interferences and regulations. This makes peer-2-peer transactions across the borders be
carried out seamlessly without interferences from any third party easily and instantly.

Inflation Ceiling
All KeniCoin holders are cautioned against inflation which is normally caused by a high
appetite by the governments to continue printing fiat money. In our case, only 10 million
KeniCoin’s will be released to the market during ICO, the rest of the KeniCoins will be
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released gradually into the system through mining once KeniCoin hits six figure digit value.
The last coins of KeniCoins are expected to be released by the end of year 2050. Considering
the number of affiliate companies that will be in constant consumption of the limited
KeniCoins in the market, we believe the demand for KeniCoins will always be higher than
the supply and therefore the upward trajectory of the KeniCoins value is definitely
guaranteed.

Shopping
A good number of businesses have been set up with one objective in mind; consuming
KeniCoin exclusively. With their huge discount of up to 40% off for those transacting in
KeniCoin, we are very positive that, the number of KeniCoins we are releasing into the
market are not enough to run these supportive businesses payment system. This shortage
of the KeniCoins and the ever increasing demand of the same on the other side, will
definitely lead to the skyrocketing of the value of KeniCoins by the day. We are very sure
that, within the first 12 month after ICO, the value of KeniCoin will have increased at least
30 folds, which is around 3000%. This truth alone makes everyone want to be involved in
procuring KeniCoins. In fact, we anticipate a shortage of KeniCoins at the 2nd phase of
Crowd sale of our Tokens.

Security
KeniCoin is an Ethereum based ERC20 Token which is highly secured and is a globally
accepted standard. All transactions performed using KeniCoin are broadcasted on the
Ethereum Blockchain and are mined by the Ethereum Community.
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KeniCoins are being offered by the promoters at a very marginal price during the ICO. After
the ICO the KeniCoins will be available at a higher price band.

 Earn a High ROI on your investment by buying KeniCoins in the ICO
 Hold the KeniCoins purchased during ICO for a year to reap enormous benefits of your
wise and patient investment in KeniCoin ICO
 Purchased KeniCoins in the ICO to Trade KeniCoins on the KeniCoin Exchange for higher
price
 Utilise KeniCoins at various platform developed by the promoters in the future which
exclusive accept KeniCoins for payment transactions.
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Token name: KeniCoin
Token Ticker: KNC
Standards: Ethereum ERC20 Standard
Total Supply: 40,000,000
ICO Supply: 10,000,000
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20% Founders
50% Various Innovative Platform Development
Accepting KeniCoin as a payment
25% Marketing
5% Partners and Advisors
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Transactions with KeniCoin are very simple and easy to follow. There are three very basic
steps to be followed:

1. Register with KeniCoin
Register on KeniCoin.com with your details and a valid email address. Verify your
account from the registered email address.
2. Deposit Funds
Deposit BTC in the BTC Wallet provided by the company or deposit Fiat Currency
(USD/KSh) with the company for buying KeniCoins
3. Get KeniCoins
After depositing funds, company will deposit equivalent KeniCoins in your exclusive
and secured KeniCoin Wallet.
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KeniCoin is an innovative and progressive solution for global money transaction and
payment system. KeniCoin Saving’s program allows you to save your KeniCoin with the
Company with a view to earn interest on the value of coins you have saved. Consequently,
KeniCoin demand is always high and through our saving program, we ensure that demand
for KeniCoin will increase rapidly resulting in a significant upsurge in KeniCoin price.

Step 1: Deposit Bitcoin KeniCoin.com account
Step 2: Buy KeniCoin KNC and add to KeniCoin Wallet
Step 3: Save KeniCoin coins
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KeniCoin is all set to go live after the ICO ends. Each phase in the roadmap is thoughtfully
scheduled to be able to provide hack free, secure platforms for members where they can
accomplish each transaction in a safe, error-free and user friendly manner. The strategic
phases demonstrate our commitment and effort to ensure all activities would be executed
as planned with minimal or no disturbances.
Our current Roadmap is included below:

-

KeniCoin Launch

-

KeniCoin Platform Development Initiation

-

KeniCoin Pre ICO

-

KeniCoin Website Launching

-

KeniCoin ICO

-

KeniCoin Website Re-Launching

-

KeniCoin Web Wallet Completion

-

KeniCoin Savings Platform goes Live

-

KeniCoin Exchanges goes Live

-

KeniCoin Trading on KeniCoin Exchange

-

KeniCoin Sports Betting Platform Live

-

KeniCoin accepted for a numerous business services as a payment

-

100000 Merchants associated with KeniCoin
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